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Abstract - As robotics is one of the fastest growing
engineering fields of today. Robots are designed to remove the
human factor from labor intensive or dangerous work and
also to act in inaccessible environment where human interface
is not possible. In this project we are implementing a robot
which is capable of moving inside underground pipes and
detecting cable faults and cracks in pipelines. Since the pipe
gallery have very high pressure, temperature and toxic gases,
which cannot be reached by humans, therefore a robot has
been implemented that has a wireless camera, sensors which is
used to detect the cable faults or crack and the conditions
inside the pipe and it can be also used in oil refineries.
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With the continuous progress of science and technology, the
construction of major cities has been accelerated, and the
available space resources on the ground have become more
and more intense. Thus the use of underground space has
gradually attracted people's attention. The underground
pipe gallery is a modern, scientific and intensive urban
infrastructure. The construction of underground pipe gallery
has become one of the standards of modernization of a
country. Because urban comprehensive utility tunnel are
underground concealed work, which is also a place for a
variety of signals and transfer object intersection, in order to
fully ensure the safe operation of the pipe rack, which needs
to install video camera to monitor its internal operation. A
perfect environment monitoring system for integrated pipe
gallery can provide important and basic data for the tunnel
management, environment data information shared, realtime monitoring, centralized control and the security for the
underground pipeline which has important significance and
play a key role in economic promoting. Currently, there are
two traditional monitoring methods for pipe gallery, one is
manual work monitoring mode, that is, regularly arrange
maintenance personnel to patrol each section of the pipe
corridor. This kind of inspection plan consumes manpower,
material resources, the cost is higher, and also cannot
guarantee the safety of the maintenance personnel.
Meanwhile, the quality and management level cannot be
guaranteed. In addition, some areas take use of chain camera
to monitor, which is to put a camera at each key point of
intervals distance to monitor the underground pipe gallery
and cables to check for faults. However, this monitoring
method requires too many cameras, which consume greatly
costs. At the same time, video and monitoring data of the
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In order to overcome this disadvantage we are
implementing a robot which can travel through the pipe
gallery and determines faults in the cables and also other
defects in the underground pipe gallery and it also sends the
exact location of the fault which makes it easy for correction,
the location of the fault is send to an android app through
Bluetooth which forms a wireless communication

2. EXISTING SYSTEM

1INTRODUCTION
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cannot be well linked. It is easier to cause the issue that
information cannot be shared. Meanwhile, the related
decision-making cannot be effectively proposed. Therefore,
it is necessary to find a suitable monitoring scheme for
underground pipe gallery where the cables are laid.
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A variety of technologies and tests are currently available to
evaluate underground cables but there is often little relation
between the diagnostic results and the actual detraction. The
failures of underground power distribution cables
represents a serious threat to the reliability of power
infrastructure .Replacement must be done selectively since
cable replacement is expensive, being estimated at no less
than hundred thousand dollars per kilometer of cable in
area.

3. PROPOSED SYSTEM
To overcome the above situations, we are implementing a
robot that have a camera, temperature sensor, pressure
sensor etc. which is used to detect the crack and conditions
The robot also senses temperature, pressure etc. of the pipes
where the cable is laid .The robot contains a built in camera
which captures the images of fault site and sends it to the
end users through Bluetooth to an android app.This
technique is also useful in determining the cracks and faults
in oil and gas pipelines .The proposed system is less
expensive and robust compared to the previous systems
since it has all the features to detect the temperature,
pressure, and cable faults in one system. it utilizes resources
efficiently.
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Fig 1 The Robot of the proposed system.

4. HARDWARE AND ARCHITECTURE
Figure 2 depicts the basic architecture of the proposed
system. It has 4 modules which are connected to Ardino UNO
microcontroller


Ardino UNO is the heart of the system which
controls the various modules and it also generate
the result



We have LM 35 – Temperature Sensor which
monitors the temperature present in the pipe
gallery and provide the result to the
microcontroller.



We have a Gas sensor which senses the various
gases present inside a pipe gallery where the cables
are laid



We a have a cable fault detector which is connected
to microcontroller it detects the wear and tear of
the wires inside a pipe clicks the images fault
through a wireless camera and sends the result to
the android app connected through wireless
Bluetooth

Fig2. Architecture diagram of proposed system
We are using two driver circuit, one for moving the
DC motors that are connected to the robot and one for the
movement of camera in order to capture the images of faults
and defects. Here we are using a Bluetooth of range 10m. it
transmits the result to the client place on an Android App.
Power supply for the entire system is about 12V which is
taken from the Ardino Microcontroller. We are using a LM35
temperature sensor which checks the temperature present
inside the pipe and gives the output in digital value. Whereas
the other sensors like gas, pressure, fault gives an analog
output. The above fig 1 gives a basic model for a proposed
system. Where we can see all the sensors are connected to a
microcontroller and which is mounted on robot.

5. WORKING
The working of this project is very simple, it consist of a
robot which is mounted with all the sensors, a camera,
Bluetooth connection, everything is monitored through an
Android App which is present at the client site. The end user
provides the command to the robot through the Android App
for movement
The robot is made moved in underground pipe gallery where
all the cables are laid and also if required in oil refinery. The
robot moves through these pipes and start gathering all the
data by following the commands from the user. It checks for
the cable faults present or not if there is any fault it captures
the image of the fault sends the image to the user through
the Bluetooth on an android app, it also displays a message
on the app whether there is a defect or not. Similarly if the
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robot is used in oil refinery or if we want to know the
surrounding temperature of the cables where it is laid then it
checks for the temperature, pressure or any gas present
inside the pipe and displays the result on an android app. In
the same way it can be used to detect any cracks or damage
in present in the oil pipeline.

6. RESULTS
The result generated by this project is very simple to
understand, here first we connect the robot with the android
app through a Bluetooth. Once we pair the Bluetooth of robot
and the amdroid phone a connection is established we can
give commands to robot for movement. The robot moves
inside a underground pipe gallery collects the results for
various inputs and gives the output to the android app. We
can also get a live video coverage through the camera that is
present in front of the robot. We can even take the screen
shots of the faults and the conditions of inside pipe gallery,
so that it will give a better test coverage of the defects
present in the pipeline and also the cable faults.
The robot can detect the presuure present inside the
pipe gallery also provides the result in analog. Similary the
cable fault, gas present in the pipe gallery is also detected
and the results are provided in analog. But ony the
temperature is provided with digital value.

7. CONCLUSION
By developing this project we are greatly reducing the cost
required to check the underground faults and also defects n
oil pipeline. Since this single unit can be used in both oil
industries as well as to determine faults. We can further
enhance this model by including a metal detectors so that
any metals or alloy present underground can also be
detected through the same system
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